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Introduction
Among macroeconomic practitioners there is growing recognition of the linkages between the …nancial sector and the real economy and, in particular, the role that balance sheets play in the transmissions of shocks to the economy. These linkages were highlighted during the September 2008 global …nan-cial crisis and the resulting slowdown on the global economy. In particular, Bernanke and Gertler (1989) showed in a seminal paper that the presence of asymmetric information in credit markets and monitoring costs would make the external …nance premium faced by borrowers dependent on the strength of their balance sheets (their net worth). Moreover, because of the procyclical nature of net worth, this premium would tend to fall during booms and rise during recessions. Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist (1999) (BGG hereafter), Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) , Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) , and others have since demonstrated that these …nancial frictions may signi…cantly amplify both real and nominal shocks to the economy. In the literature, this link between the cost of borrowing and net worth has become known as the "…nancial accelerator".
In addition, Krugman (1999) , Aghion, Bacchetta, and Banerjee (2001) and others have argued that exchange rate and interest rate ‡uctuations-through their e¤ect on balance sheets-are likely to have more serious consequences in emerging market economies that in industrialized countries. A contributing factor to this is-as noted by Elekdag, Justiniano, and Tchakarov (2005) -that borrowers in emerging market economies tend to rely more on foreign currency borrowing. In this setting, a depreciation could trigger a deterioration in the balance sheets of borrowers with a negative net open foreign exchange position, eroding their net worth and increasing the cost of borrowing. By reducing the demand for capital, this erodes the value of borrowers' existing capital stock and their net worth, putting further upward pressure on borrowing costs. Papers exploring the importance of the …nancial accelerator for emerging market economies dependent on foreign currency borrowing include Elekdag, Justiniano, and Tchakarov (2005) and Batini, Levine, and Pearlman (2009) .
In this paper, we develop and estimate a small open-economy Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) model that incorporates the …nan-cial accelerator mechanism proposed by BGG in a setting where …rms are able to borrow in both domestic and foreign currency. The model is estimated on post-1996 Indian data using Bayesian estimation techniques. This is, to our knowledge, the …rst attempt at estimating a DSGE model for India.
India provides an interesting backdrop for our analysis. India's monetary policy framework has evolved considerably over the past decades (RBI 2009) . In particular, the opening up of the economy in the early 1990s and …nancial sector liberalization has been re ‡ected in changes in the nature of monetary management (Mohan 2004) . The basic objectives of monetary policy-maintaining price stability and ensuring su¢ cient credit to support growth-have remained unchanged. However, the opening up of the capital account-while necessary for providing su¢ cient capital for investment purposes and for reducing the cost of borrowing-exposes the economy to sudden stops in capital ‡ows. In particular, volatile capital ‡ows and its impact on the exchange rate have implications not only domestic demand and in ‡ation, but for …nancial stability, with the result that maintenance of …nancial stability is of increasing concern to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) (Mohan 2004) . In order to meet these multiple challenges, the RBI has switched from a more traditional monetary targeting framework to a indicator based approach which seeks to strike a balance between price stability and reducing exchange rate volatility. However, as noted in the Rajan report on …nan-cial sector reform (Rajan 2008) , further re…nements to the monetary policy framework may be necessary to cope with the rise in capital in ‡ows.
Over the last 5 years capital in ‡ows have more than quadrupled, amounting to nearly 10 percent of GDP in 2007 and far exceeding the current account de…cit. There has also been signi…cant volatility as highlighted by the sharp out ‡ows during the last quarter of 2008 and …rst quarter of 2009 and the subsequent dramatic recovery. These sharp swings in capital ‡ows makes it di¢ cult for the RBI to strike a balance between its di¤erent objectives, resulting in spurts of exchange rate volatility when a particular level of the exchange rate becomes too di¢ cult to sustain, either because of in ‡ationary pressures or because sterilization operations become too costly or harder to manage (Rajan 2008) .
The trade-o¤s policymakers face in the conduct of monetary policy will largely be determined by type of shocks hitting the economy and the strength of macro-…nancial linkages-in particular the role that capital ‡ows and balance sheets play in the transmissions of shocks to the economy (IMF 2009) . Given the key role played by the corporate sector-fuelled to a large extent by bank credit and increasingly external commercial borrowing (ECB) denominated in foreign currency-in India's rapid economic growth in recent years (Oura 2008) , these macro…nancial linkages have likely grown in importance.
In particular, the importance of bank credit as a source of …nancing increases the importance of corporates'net worth as a tool to mitigate asymmetric information in credit markets while rising ECBs makes the balance sheet of corporates more sensitive to exchange rate ‡uctuations.
At the same time, India is equipped with a large equity market whose development has to a large extent been fuelled by large in ‡ows from foreign institutional investors (FIIs) . IMF (forthcoming) shows that stock market capitalization-an commonly used indicator of corporates'net worth (see e.g. Christiano, Motto, and Rostagno (2007) )-is one of the key determinants of the ‡ow of ECBs. As a result, equity market developments-including the amount of in ‡ows from FIIs-are likely to have a direct bearing on the cost of …nancing for corporates in India, further increasing the importance of macro…nancial linkages in the economy.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the main components of the model. Section 3 brie ‡y describes the data and the estimation methodology before we present the results of the estimation in Section 4. In section 5 we employ the estimated model to analyze the optimality of monetary policy in India before a …nal section concludes.
The Model
The model is an expanded version of the small open-economy DSGE model outlined in Saxegaard (2006b) . The augmented model features a …nancial accelerator mechanism similar to that proposed by BGG to study the e¤ect of …nancial frictions on the real economy. The model incorporates …nancial frictions by assuming that …rms have to borrow at a premium over domestic and foreign interest rates to …nance part of their capital acquisition cost as in Christensen and Dib (2006), and Natalucci (2007) . Under this framework, information asymmetry between lenders and borrowers creates the …nancial friction by establishing a link between the cost of borrowing and the …nancial health of the …rms. The external …nance premium, in turn, is inversely related to the net worth of the entrepreneurs. 
Investment
The basic structure of model consists of four kinds of agents -households, entrepreneurs, capital producers and retailers. Households consume a composite of domestic and imported goods and provide labor. They have access to foreign capital markets and make deposits which are used by entrepreneurs to purchase capital. Entrepreneurs produce intermediate goods using labor and capital purchased from capital producers. They …nance the acquisition of capital partly through their net worth and partly through borrowing domestically and abroad. Entrepreneurs produce intermediate goods under perfect competition and sell their product to retailers who di¤erentiate them at no cost and sell them either in domestic market or export overseas. Retailers operate in a monopolistically competitive environment and face a quadratic adjustment costs in changing prices à la Rotemberg (1982) . Capital producers use a combination of the existing capital stock and investment goods purchased from retailers and abroad to produce capital. The markets for capital, labor and domestic loans are competitive. The model is completed with a description of the …scal and monetary authority. Our model di¤ers from BGG in its characterization of monetary policy using a modi…ed Taylor-type rule. We assume that the Reserve Bank of India adjusts shortterm interest rates in response to in ‡ation, output, and nominal exchange rate changes.
In order to provide a rationale for monetary stabilization policy, three sources of ine¢ ciency are included in the model: (a) monopolistically competitive retail markets; (b) sluggish price adjustment in retail sector; (c) capital adjustment costs. While relatively simple, the framework captures many of the rigidities which previous studies have found are important to describe the dynamics in the data and serves as a useful starting point for developing a DSGE model for India.
Household
The economy is populated with a continuum of in…nitely lived households with preferences de…ned over consumption, C t (j), and labor e¤ort, L t (j). The objective of household j is to maximize the expected value of a discounted sum of period utility functions:
2 (0; 1) is the consumer subjective discount factor and U is a period utility function. We include habit persistence according to the speci…cation:
where C t 1 is lagged aggregate consumption and b 2 (0; 1). c;t and L;t are preference shocks to the marginal utility of consumption and the supply of labour, respectively. Note that in symmetric steady-state where C t (j) = C t 1 ; the marginal utility of consumption is independent of the habit persistence parameter b. The aggregate consumption bundle, C t (j) ; consists of domestically produced goods, C H;t ; and an imported foreign good, C F;t , and is given by:
where C H;t is an index of consumption of domestic goods given by the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function:
where s 2 [0; 1] denotes the variety of the domestic good. The parameter 2 [0; 1] is the elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign goods. The parameter " t > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between varieties produced within the country, while 2 [0; 1] can be interpreted as a measure of home-bias.
We assume that households have access to foreign …nancial markets or nominal contingent claims that span all relevant household speci…c uncertainty about future income and prices, interest rates, exchange rates and so on. As a result each household faces a single intertemporal budget constraint:
where B t is net holdings of a foreign currency one-period bond that matures in period t paying an interest rate of i f t 1 . Households make a deposit d t with a …nancial intermediary, which earns an interest of i t .
R 1 0 t (s)ds represents receipts of the pro…ts from domestic retailers owned by the household in the economy. t is the lump sum tax in the economy and W t is the nominal wage rate per unit of labor.
1 P t is the CPI price index given by:
where P H;t is the domestic price index given by:
and P F;t is the price of imported goods.
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Households choose the paths of
to maximize expected lifetime utility (1) subject to the constraint (5) and the initial value of B 0 :The consumer's problem can therefore be written as:
Ruling out Ponzi type schemes, we get the following …rst order conditions:
Given the well documented departures from uncovered interest parity (UIP), we follow Kollman (2002) and introduce an exogenous shock into the consumers …rst-order condition for foreign currency bond holdings. The …rst-order conditions for deposits and foreign currency bond holdings are therefore given by:
where
is the stochastic discount factor. Up to a log-linear approximation equations (11 )and (12) imply E t ln (e t+1 =e t )
The optimum allocation of expenditure between domestic and imported goods is given by
and the demand for each variety of domestic goods is given by:
For simplicity, we assume that changes in the exchange rate are passed through immediately to the import price so that P F;t = u tot t "t ("t 1) e t P t where u tot t is a shock to the terms of trade of the economy.
Production Sector

Entrepreneurs
We model the behavior of entrepreneurs as proposed by BGG . We follow the modeling framework of Gertler, Gilchrist, and Natalucci (2007) and Elekdag, Justiniano, and Tchakarov (2005) while introducing a …nancial accelerator in an open economy context. Entrepreneurs combine labor, hired from households, and capital, purchased from capital producers, to produce intermediate goods in a perfectly competitive setting. They are risk neutral and have a …nite horizon for planning purposes. The probability that an entrepreneur will survive until the next period is ; so the expected live horizon is
The number of new entrepreneurs entering the market each period is equal to the number of entrepreneurs exiting, implying a stationary population. To get started, new entrepreneurs receive a small transfer of funds from exiting entrepreneurs.
At the end of each period t, entrepreneurs purchase capital k t+1 , to be used in the subsequent period at a price q t :They …nance capital acquisition partly by their net worth available at the end of period t, n t+1 , and partly by borrowing domestically and by raising foreign currency denominated debt. Total borrowing, B t , is given by:
where q t is the real price per unit of capital. The fraction of loan raised domestically, B d t , is exogenous to the model and is given by $: Thus,
and
where B f t , is the amount of loan raised from abroad. Entrepreneurs use K t units of capital and L t units of labor to produce output, Y W t , using a constant returns to scale technology:
where t is a stochastic disturbance to total factor productivity. The entrepreneur maximizes pro…t by choosing K t and L t subject to the production function given by equation (19). The …rst order conditions for this optimization problem are:
where P W H;t is the price of the wholesale good. 4 The expected marginal real return on capital acquired at t and used at t + 1 yields the expected gross return E t (1 + r k t+1 ), where
and is the rate of depreciation of capital and r kt+1 is the marginal productivity of capital at t + 1. Following BGG, we assume that there exists an agency problem which makes external …nance more expensive than internal funds. While entrepreneurs costlessly observe their output, which is subject to random outcomes, lenders cannot verify output outcomes of entrepreneurs costlessly. After observing the outcome, entrepreneurs decide whether to repay their debt or to default. If they default, lenders audit the loan and recover the outcome less monitoring costs. This agency problem makes loans riskier and thus lenders charge a premium over the risk free rate. Thus, entrepreneurs'marginal external …nancing cost is the product of the gross premium and the gross real opportunity cost of funds (the riskless interest rate) that would arise in the absence of capital market frictions.
Therefore, the expected marginal cost of borrowing, E t f t+1 ,is given by:
0 < 0 and (1) = 1 where is the gross …nance premium which depends on the size of the borrower's equity stake in a project (or, alternatively, the borrower's leverage ratio)
, is the gross domestic in ‡ation, t =
, is the gross world in ‡ation and RER t is the real exchange rate de…ned as:
4 Since the …rms are perfectly competitive this is equivalent to saying that P , where represents the elasticity of the external …nance premium with respect to a change in the leverage position of entrepreneurs. As n t+1 qtK t+1 falls, the entrepreneur relies on uncollateralized borrowing (higher leverage) to a larger extent to fund his project. Since this increases the incentive to misreport the outcome of the project, the loan becomes riskier and the cost of borrowing rises.
6 Entrepreneurs demand for capital depends on the expected marginal return and the expected marginal cost of borrowing. Thus, the entrepreneur's demand for capital satis…es the following optimality condition:
Equation (25) provides the foundation for the …nancial accelerator. It links entrepreneurs' …nancial position to the marginal cost of funds and, hence, to the demand for capital. Also, movements in the price of capital ,q t , may have signi…cant e¤ects on the leverage ratio. In this way the model captures the link between asset price movements and collateral stressed in the Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) theory of credit cycles. 7 At the beginning of each period, entrepreneurs collect their returns from capital and honor their debt obligations. Aggregate entrepreneurial net worth evolves according to:
where V t is the net worth of the surviving entrepreneurs carried over from the previous period, 1 is the share of new entrepreneurs entering and G t 6 When the riskiness of loans increases, the agency costs rise and the lender's expected losses increase. A higher external …nance premium paid by successful entrepreneurs o¤sets these higher losses and ensures that there is no change to the return on deposits for households. 7 Though the behavior described above is true for an individual entrepreneur, we appeal to the assumptions in BGG that permit us to write it as an aggregate condition. See BGG and Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) for details. It implies that gross …nance premium may be expressed as a function of the aggregate leverage ratio, i.e. it is not entrepreneur speci…c.
(which is exogenous in the model) are the transfers from exiting to newly entering entrepreneurs. V t is given by:
As equations (27) and (28) suggest, the principal source of movements in net worth stems from unanticipated movements in returns and borrowing costs. In this regard, unforecastable variations in asset prices, q t , is the main source of ‡uctuations in 1 + r k t : On the cost side, unexpected movements in in ‡ation and exchange rates are the major sources of ‡uctuations in net worth. An unexpected de ‡ation or depreciation, for example, reduces entrepreneurial net worth, thus enhancing the …nancial accelerator mechanism. Entrepreneurs going out of business at time t consume and transfer some funds to new entrepreneurs out of the residual equity (1 )V t . Thus the consumption by the entrepreneurs is given by:
Capital Producers
Capital producers combine the existing capital stock, K t , leased from the entrepreneurs to transform an input I t , gross investment, into new capital K t+1 using a linear technology. 8 The aggregate capital stock evolves according to:
where I;t is a shock to the marginal e¢ ciency of investment (as in Greenwood, Hercowitx, and Hau¤man, 1988) . Gross investment consists of domestic and foreign …nal goods and we assume that it is in the same proportion as in the consumption basket:
Optimal demand for domestic and imported investment is therefore given by:
and the price of investment is the same as the domestic price index given by equation (6). We assume that capital producers face a quadratic capital adjustment costs speci…ed as 2
It Kt
2
K t . Capital producing …rms maximize expected pro…ts:
and the corresponding …rst order condition for the supply of capital is given by:
Retailers
There is a continuum of retailers s 2 [0; 1]. They purchase wholesale goods at a price equal to the nominal marginal costs, M C W t (the marginal cost in the entrepreneurs'sector) and di¤erentiate them at no cost.
9 Then they sell their product in a monopolistically competitive domestic and export market. Final good domestic output, Y H;t , is the CES composite of individual retail goods:
The entreprenuers sell their goods in a perfectly competitive market, so
The retail sector is used only to introduce nominal rigidity into the economy. Since they di¤erentiate goods costlessly, the marginal cost of producing …nal goods is same as M C
The corresponding price of the composite consumption good, P H;t , is given by equation (7). Using equation (36), the demand curve facing each retailer can be written as:
For simplicity we assume that the aggregate export demand function:
Price Setting by Retailers Following Ireland (2001) and Rotemberg (1982) , there is sluggish price adjustment to make the intermediate goods pricing decision dynamic. This ensures that monetary policy has real e¤ects on the economy. Following, Julliard, Karam, Laxton, and Pesenti (2004) we assume that the retailers face an explicit cost of price adjustment measured in terms of the intermediate goods given by:
where # 0 is the parameter determining the cost of price adjustment relative to last period's price level and the steady state domestic in ‡ation, ; respectively. Following Saxegaard (2006b) , real pro…ts are given by:
The optimal price setting equation for the non-tradable price can then be written as:
where we have used the fact that all retailer …rms are alike to impose symmetry and where we assume that the law of one price holds in the export market so that P X;t = P H;t =e t . Equation (40) reduces to the well-known result that prices are set as a markup over marginal costs if the cost of price adjustment # = 0. In general however, the goods price will follow a dynamic process and the …rm's actual markup will di¤er from, but gravitate towards, the desired markup. Pro…ts from retail activity are rebated lump-sum to households (i.e. households are the ultimate owners of retail outlets).
The Government
The …scal authority is assumed to purchase an exogenous stream G t of the …nal good which is …nanced by the collection of lump-sum taxes. 10 For simplicity, we do not assume that the …scal authority has access to domestic or international capital markets. Its period-by-period budget constraint is given by:
Government buys both domestic and foreign …nal goods and we assume that it is in the same proportion as the consumers:
Optimum demand for government domestic and imported consumption is given by: 10 We assume for simplicity that government only consumes domestic goods.
In choosing a speci…cation for the monetary policy reaction function, we assume a simple Taylor rule type function given by:
where ; Y and q are the weights on in ‡ation, output and the depreciation rate of the nominal exchange rate. Parameter i captures interest rate smoothing, and where { is the steady state interest rate. i;t , is a monetary policy shock to capture unanticipated increase in the nominal interest rate. Equation (45) is essentially a simple Taylor rule with partial adjustment. We interpret this rule as being a form of ‡exible in ‡ation targeting in the sense of Bernanke and Mishkin (1997) .
Market Clearing and Aggregation
Domestic households, exiting entrepreneurs, capital producers, and government, and the rest of the world buy …nal goods from retailers. The economywide resource constraint is therefore given by:
where:
and Q x t is the quantity exported and G H;t , is the Government's demand of domestically produced goods. The national accounting equation is given by:
11 Following Bernanke et al. (1999) , we ignore monitoring costs in the general equilibrium.
where Q m t is total imports and ZZ t is real GDP.
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The model allows for non-zero holdings of foreign currency bonds by households and foreign currency denominated debt by entrepreneurs. In particular, it is well known (see inter alia Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003)) that unless adjustments are made to the standard model, the steady state of an small open-economy model with foreign currency bonds will depend upon initial conditions and will display dynamics with random walk properties. In particular, if the domestic discount rate exceeds the real rate of return on foreign currency bonds, then domestic holdings of foreign currency bonds will increase perpetually. Beyond the obvious conceptual problems of such an outcome our analysis is constrained by the fact that the available techniques used to solve non-linear business cycle models of the type considered here are only valid locally around a stationary path.
Fortunately, a number of modi…cations to the standard model are available which enable us to overcome this issue. In this paper, we follow SchmittGrohe and Uribe (2003) and specify a foreign debt elastic risk-premium whereby holders of foreign debt are assumed to face an interest rate that is increasing in the country's net foreign debt. In particular, i f t , the interest rate at which households and entrepreneurs can borrow foreign currency equals the exogenous world interest rate plus a spread that is a decreasing function of economy's net foreign asset position:
where d is a parameter which captures the degree of capital mobility in the market for foreign-currency borrowing and lending by households and is the steady-state value of exports. As in Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003) we include the steady-state level of debt so that the risk-premium is nil in steady state. Note that under perfect capital mobility ( d = 0), the country would face an in…nite supply or demand of foreign capital and the model would not have a well-de…ned steady state. As Kollmann (2002) points out, the model in this case becomes a version of the permanent income theory of consumption, with non-stationary consumption and net assets. 12 Real GDP can alternatively be written as (1 )
Speci…cation of the Stochastic Processes
We include a number of shocks in order to ensure that the model is not stochastically singular and in order to be better able to reproduce the dynamics in the data. In particular, the number of exogenous shocks must be at least as large as the number of observed variables in order to estimate the model using classical Maximum Likelihood or Bayesian methods. Our model includes thirteen structural shocks: three shocks to technology and preferences ( t ; c;t ; l;t ); three foreign shocks to world interest rates, world in ‡ation, and the price elasticity of exports (i t ; t ; Q x t ), two shocks to investment e¢ ciency and …rms'markup in;t ; ;t , two …nancial shocks to the cost of borrowing by entrepreneurs and the survival rate of entrepreneurs n;t ; v;t , a monetary policy shock, a government spending shock i;t ; G;t ; and a UIP shock uip;t . With the exception of the monetary policy shock, which is assumed to be a white noise processes, all shocks are assumed to follow a …rst-order autoregressive process. 
Data and Estimation Strategy
We estimate the model using the Bayesian estimation module in DYNARE Juillard (2001) . Bayesian inference has a number of bene…ts. First, it formalizes the use of prior empirical or theoretical knowledge about the parameters of interest. Second, Bayesian inference provides a natural framework for parameterizing and evaluating simple macroeconomic models that are likely to be fundamentally mis-speci…ed. Thus, as pointed out by Fernandez-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2004) and Schorfheide (2000) , the inference problem is not to determine whether the model is 'true' or the 'true' value of a particular parameter, but rather to determine which set of parameter values maximize the ability of the model to summarize the regular features of the data. Finally, Bayesian inference provides a simple method for comparing and choosing between di¤erent mis-speci…ed models that may not be nested on the basis of the marginal likelihood or the posterior probability of the model. In particular, Geweke (1998) shows that the marginal likelihood is directly related to the predictive performance of the model which provides a natural benchmark for assessing the usefulness of economic models for policy analysis and forecasting.
Bayesian estimation requires construction of the posterior density of the parameters of interest given the data. If we denote the set of parameters to be estimated as using observations on a set of variables X, the posterior density can be written as p ( jX). The posterior density is thus the probability distribution of , conditional on having observed the data X. It forms the basis for inference in the Bayesian framework. Following Bayes law, the posterior density is proportional to the product of the prior density of the parameters p ( ) and the distribution of the data given the parameter set f (Xj ):
where f (X) is the marginal distribution of the data. The conditional distribution function of the data given the parameter set f (Xj ) is equivalent to the likelihood function of the set of parameters given the data L ( jX) :The likelihood function can be calculated from the state-space representation of the model using the Kalman …lter (see Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) for details). Bayesian inference therefore requires (i) the choice of prior densities for the parameters of interest, and (ii) construction of the posterior from the prior densities and the likelihood function. The remainder of this section discusses brie ‡y how to construct the posterior distribution. The choice of prior is discussed later, together with the estimation results. Given the likelihood function and a set of prior distributions, an approximation to the posterior mode of the parameters of interest can be calculated using a Laplace approximation. The posterior mode obtained in this way is used as the starting value for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (see Bauwens, Lubrano, and Richard (1999) for details). This algorithm allows us to generate draws from the posterior density p ( jX). At each iteration, a proposal density (a normal distribution with mean equal to the previously accepted draw) is used to generate a new draw which is accepted as a draw from the posterior density p ( jX) with probability p. The probability p depends on the value of the posterior and the proposal density at the candidate draw, relative to the previously accepted draw. We generate 100000 draws in 4 chains in this manner, discarding the …rst 50000 draws to reduce the importance of the starting values.
Data
To estimate the model we use information on ten key macroeconomic variables for India running from 1996Q2 to 2007Q4: GDP, private consumption expenditure, investment, exports, imports (all expressed in constant prices), the real exchange rate, the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate, wholesale price in ‡ation, the nominal interest rate, and the Bombay Stock Exchange SENSEX Index.
14 The 3-month Treasury Bill rate is used as a proxy of the nominal interest rate and the real e¤ective exchange rate calculated by the IMF is used as proxy for the real exchange rate. As in Christiano, Motto, and Rostagno (2007) we use the value of the stock exchange index (de ‡ated using the wholesale price index) to proxy the net worth of entrepreneurs. All variables are expressed as deviations from a Hodrick-Prescott time trend and, with the exception of the real and nominal exchange rates, the nominal interest rate, and the SENSEX, are seasonally adjusted using the X12 …lter. All data are taken from the CEIC database.
Calibration of Steady-State Parameters
As in Saxegaard (2006a) , we calibrate the parameters in the model that determine the steady state based on …ndings from previous studies and the data. We then estimate the parameters that determine the dynamic properties of the model away from the steady-state. The list of calibrated parameters include the rate of time preference, , the depreciation rate of capital, , the cost share of capital, , the price elasticity of aggregate non-tradables and imports, , the price elasticity of exports, &, the share of non-tradables in the WPI, , the steady-state markup for retailers, "=(" 1), in addition to several steady-state ratios which are set so as to replicate the average in the data. The calibrated parameter values and the implied steady-state ratios are summarized in table 1.
The substitution elasticity between imported and domestically produced goods is set at 1.5, close to the value used by Saxegaard (2006a) for the Philippines, while the elasticity of substitution of exports, &, was set to 2.4, a value consistent with the steady-state export to GDP ratio. With the share of non-tradables in the WPI, , set at 0.8, this corresponds to a steady-state export to GDP ratio of 19 percent and a steady-state import to GDP ratio Steady state government absorption of 21 percent. The share of government expenditure in GDP is set at 11 percent as in the data. The steady-state markup factor is set to 9 percent so that " = 12: The technology parameter is set at 0.33 which is consistent with much of the literature. As in much of the literature, the depreciation rate is set at 10 percent per annum, implying a value of of 0.025. We set the steady-state annual nominal interest rate at 7 percent which corresponds to the annualized average quarterly rate for the period we have data on. Similarly, steady-state in ‡ation was set equal to 4.5 percent which corresponds to the average seasonally adjusted quarterly WPI in ‡ation over the period on an annualized basis. Intertemporal optimization by consumers implies that the subjective discount rate, , is set equal to 0.994 which is the inverse of the quarterly real steady-state interest rate. We set world in ‡ation equal to 2.5 percent on an annual basis which implies a steady-state depreciation rate of the nominal exchange rate of 2 percent on an annual basis and a world interest rate of 5 percent per annum.
Prior Distribution of Estimated Parameters
Our choice of prior distributions for the estimated parameters is guided both by theoretical considerations and empirical evidence. Given the lack of signi…cant empirical evidence, however, we choose relatively di¤use priors that cover a wide range of parameter values. For the structural parameters, we choose either gamma distributions or beta distributions in the case when a parameter-such as the autoregressive shock processes-is restricted by theoretical considerations to lie between zero and one. Given the lack of evidence regarding the policy reaction function of the Reserve Bank of India, we use uniform distributions for the parameters of the monetary policy rule. Finally, as in much of the literature the inverted gamma distribution is used for the standard errors of the shock processes. This distribution guarantees a positive variance but with a large domain. The choice of priors for the parameters to be estimated is summarized in table 2.
As mentioned previously, we assume that …rms incur a quadratic cost of price adjustment, measured in terms of current in ‡ation, relative to the previous periods in ‡ation rate. We use the gamma distribution to restrict the adjustment cost parameters (# d ; # x ) to the positive manifold and, given the lack of evidence on the degree of nominal rigidity in emerging markets, specify a mean of 100 with a standard deviation of 20. As noted by Gali and Gertler (1999) an adjustment cost of 100 corresponds approximately to the assumption that …rms change prices (or in ‡ation) every 3.74 quarters. There is considerable uncertainty surrounding the appropriate value of the capital cost adjustment cost parameter ( ) in the model. While Kollmann (2002) …nds a value of 1.43 in their model, Ireland (2001) and Ireland (2003) …nd values above 30. The mean of the prior on the capital adjustment cost parameter ( ) is set at 15 (as in Kollmann (2002)) with a gamma distribution.
Our choice of prior distributions for the parameters of the monetary policy reaction function is based on the fact that there is little evidence regarding the Reserve Bank of India's interest rate setting behavior. 15 As a result, we choose uniform priors for the feedback parameters on in ‡ation, output, and the rate of exchange rate depreciation in the policy rule with a relatively large domain. In particular, we choose uniform prior distributions with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 3 for the feedback parameter on WPI in ‡ation ( ) and the rate of exchange rate depreciation q . This encompasses the estimates found by Mohanty and Klau (2004) . For the feedback parameter on the output gap y ; we choose a uniform distribution with a minimum of -1 and a maximum of 1. This is consistent with the …nding in Mohanty and Klau (2004) that several emerging market central banks do not base their policy response on movements in the output gap in a systematic fashion. The lagged interest rate prior ( i ) follows a beta distribution with mean 0.7 and standard deviation of 0.2. This is consistent with the estimate in Mohanty and Klau (2004) .
The prior on the habit persistence parameter (b) is assumed to follow a beta distribution to ensure that it remains bounded between 0 and 1. We assume a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.2 for the prior distribution. The mean of our prior is lower than the values used inter alia by Julliard, Karam, Laxton, and Pesenti (2004) and Smets and Wouters (2003) re ‡ecting the assumption that a higher share of consumers in India is likely to be cash-constrained and thus unable to smooth consumption. However, the relatively large standard deviation implies that the prior distribution is relatively di¤use and covers a broad range of estimates.
As in Dib, Mendicino, and Zhang (2008), we choose a prior with a gamma distribution for the elasticity of the external …nance premium. We assume a mean of 0.07 which is consistent with previous …ndings in the literature (see inter alia (Elekdag, Justiniano, and Tchakarov 2005) , (Christensen and Dib 2006) , and (Dib, Mendicino, and Zhang 2008) ) and a standard deviation of 0.02. For the risk premium on foreign-currency borrowing ( d ) we use a gamma distribution with a mean of 0.0019, as in Saxegaard (2006a) , and a standard error of 0.002.
Finally, for the priors of the autoregressive parameters and the standard errors of the stochastic processes, we follow the same procedure as in Smets and Wouters (2005) and Julliard, Karam, Laxton, and Pesenti (2004) . The persistence parameters are given a prior with a beta distribution to restrict the domain between 0 and 1. The mean of the distribution for each of the autoregressive parameters is set at 0.8. For the standard errors, we use the inverted gamma distribution with a di¤use prior. The inverted gamma distribution is commonly used for standard errors as it gives support to all positive values of the parameter and has characteristics which ease the computational burden of the estimation processes. In order to specify the precise mean of the prior distribution for the standard errors of the structural shocks, we have relied on the variance decomposition of the model. In other words, we experimented with di¤erent sized shocks until we arrived at a speci…cation which entailed a reasonable contribution of each of the structural shocks to the total variability of our observed variables. This approach was preferred to relying on previous studies given that the importance of shocks cannot be directly inferred from the size of their standard errors due to normalization issues. 16 In any case, the use of a di¤use prior reduces the importance of the mean of the prior distribution on the outcome of the estimation. Table 2 reports the estimated posterior model together with the 90 percentile of the posterior distribution. Figure 2 provides a visual representation of this information by plotting the prior and posterior distribution for each parameter that is estimated, together with the posterior mode. These plots allow us to make some statements about the relative importance of the prior and the data in the construction of the posterior distribution. Overall, our model yields plausible parameter estimates for the parameters of the model which are broadly in line with results from previous studies.
Empirical Results
The estimate of the elasticity of the external …nance premium with respect to …rm leverage is equal to 0.057. This is slightly below the estimate of 0.066 for Korea in Elekdag, Justiniano, and Tchakarov (2005) and somewhat higher than estimate in Dib, Mendicino, and Zhang (2008) using Canadian data. The investment adjustment cost parameter is estimated at 23.0, signi…cantly higher than the prior mean. As pointed out by Christensen and Dib (2006) , capital adjustment costs have an important interaction with the …nancial accelerator. If capital adjustment costs are high, the price of capital will tend to be more volatile. As net worth responds directly to the price of capital (through capital gains and losses), it a¤ects the external …nance premium faced by corporates, leading to increased investment volatility.
The habit persistence parameter (b) is estimated at 0.499, implying that there are signi…cant delays in the e¤ect of interest rate changes on aggregate expenditure, and consumption in particular. As we expected, these estimates are somewhat lower than found in other studies including Saxegaard (2006a) and Smets and Wouters (2005) given the higher share of cash-constrained consumers in India. With regards to the cost of price adjustment, our estimates suggest that domestic prices are more sluggish relatively to what is typically found in the literature. Moreover, the plots of the posterior in …g-ure 2 suggest that the data is quite informative about this parameter. Our estimate of the cost of adjusting import prices, however, is close to the prior, which is not surprising given that we do not include data on import prices in our sample. 16 See Lubik and Schorfheide (2005) for details.
With regards to the estimates of the policy rule parameters, our results indicate that the Reserve Bank of India places a relatively high weight on controlling the rate of depreciation of nominal exchange rate. In particular the estimate of e , the coe¢ cient that measures the response of monetary policy to exchange rate movements, is 3 times higher than , the coe¢ -cient on in ‡ation. Moreover, the results suggest that output stabilization does not play a signi…cant part in the conduct of monetary policy, with the estimate of Y insigni…cantly di¤erent from zero. Because the model is estimated in levels, a simple transformation is necessary to be able to interpret these numbers. In particular, they imply that annual nominal interest rate increase by 0.9 percentage points if annual in ‡ation is 1 percentage point above its equilibrium value. Similarly, annual interest rates increase by 1 percentage point if the nominal exchange rate depreciates by 1 percent more than the equilibrium rate of depreciation. Interestingly, these estimates are signi…cantly higher than the estimates found by Mohanty and Klau (2004) in their study of the monetary policy reaction function for India. Their results suggest a 0.13 percentage point increase in annual interest rates if annual in‡ation increases by 1 percentage point, while a 0.18 percentage point increase in annual interest rates if the real exchange rate depreciations by 1 percent. While the fact that Mohanty and Klau (2004) is a partial equilibrium study means that their results are not directly comparable to ours, it is noteworthy that they also …nd a relatively strong response to movements in the exchange rate in India. Finally, our estimates of the shock processes suggest that the shock to the markup and the price elasticity of exports are the most persistent stochastic processes. The persistence of the shock to uncovered interest parity suggests that departures from uncovered interest parity are pervasive in the data. Our estimates of the standard errors of the structural shocks are also reported in 5. However, as pointed out by Lubik and Schorfheide (2005) , the interpretation of these is not straightforward and is dependent on the scale of the variables.
Cross-validation with alternative models
As suggested by Christensen and Dib (2006) we compare the …t of our model, the Estimated FA model, against an alternative model without a …nancial accelerator. The alternative model, which we call the Estimated No-FA model, is identical to the FA model with the exception that the parameter that captures the elasticity of the external …nance premium with respect to …rm leverage is constrained to equal zero. In addition, as suggested by Schorfheide (2000), we compare the …t our estimated model against a less restrictive non-structural reduced form Bayesian vector autogression (BVAR) estimated using the popular Litterman prior (Sims and Zha 1998) . This provides a stringent test of the ability of our model to replicate the dynamics in the data and thus of its usefulness as a tool for policy analysis. Indeed, it is partly evidence suggesting that empirical DSGE models with a su¢ -cient number of structural shocks compare favorably with BVARs which has prompted the increased interest in DSGE models in policy making.
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Bayesian econometrics provides a natural framework for assessing the empirical performance of di¤erent mis-speci…ed models. Using Bayes Law again we can write the posterior probability of a model M i as:
where p(M i ) is the prior belief attached to model i and L(M i jX) is the likelihood of the model given the data. Bayesian model selection is based on the posterior odds ratio of a particular model M 1 against another model M 2 which is given by:
-the ratio of marginal likelihoods for di¤erent models-represents a summary measure of the evidence provided by the data for choosing between two competing models. Table 2 reports the marginal likelihood of the Estimated FA model, the Estimated No-FA model, and BVARs estimated on the same data set at lags 1 to 4. The higher marginal likelihood in the Estimated FA model relative to the Estimated No-FA Model suggests that the introduction of a …nan-cial accelerator mechanism does improve the model's ability to capture the movements observed in the data. As in Elekdag, Justiniano, and Tchakarov (2005) , however, the Estimated FA model does not compare favorably to a BVAR with one lag although it dominates BVARs with more lags. This is not surprising as the marginal likelihood falls with increasing model complexity and increases with model …t. The improved …t of our Estimated FA model relative to a BVAR with one lag does not compensate for its higher 
Impulse Responses
A useful way to illustrate the dynamics of the estimated model and the importance of the …nancial accelerator is to consider the impulse response functions when the …nancial accelerator is present and when it is not. The response of some key macroeconomic variables to a 100 bps increase in the nominal interest rate are shown in …gure 3, to a positive technology shock in …gure 4, and to a shock to borrowing costs in …gure 5. Each variable's response is expressed as the percentage deviation from its steady-state level, with the exception of the rate variables, which are in percentage points. In …gures 3 to 5 the impulse responses generated in the estimated FA model are shown in black. The impulse responses generated when the …nancial accelerator is not present are shown in green. As in Christensen and Dib (2006) , we generate these impulse responses by setting the elasticity of the external …nance premium with respect to …rm leverage equal to zero, but keeping all the other parameter estimates from the estimated FA model. The di¤erence between the black and the green lines should give an indication of the impact of the …nancial accelerator on a particular variable after a given shock. Figure 3 shows that the presence of a …nancial accelerator ampli…es and propagates the impact of a contractionary monetary policy shock. In both models, the increase in the nominal interest rate raises the cost of domestic borrowing for consumers and thus leads to a contraction in consumption. It also raises the demand for domestic bonds and thus appreciates the domes- No Financial Accelerator tic currency, while the net worth of entrepreneurs declines because of the declining return to capital and higher real interest costs associated with existing debt (the debt-de ‡ation e¤ect). Output contracts both as a result of decreased domestic demand and a result of decreased competitiveness following the appreciation of the real exchange rate. The contraction in demand in turn leads to a fall in in ‡ation. In the presence of the …nancial accelerator, the external …nance premium increases as a result of the decline in net worth and rising leverage. This pushes up the real borrowing cost for entrepreneurs, putting downward pressure on investment and the price of capital which further reduces net worth. This reduction in net worth leads to a further increase in the cost of borrowing (the premium goes up), thus reducing capital, investment and output further (second round e¤ects). This mechanism ampli…es the magnitude and the persistence of transitory monetary policy shocks as evident from the impulse responses. Figure 4 shows that the …nancial accelerator has less of an impact following a positive shock to technology. The technology shock increases the return to capital and thus leads to an increase in investment and output. At the same time, the improvement in technology reduces …rms'marginal costs and thus reduces in ‡ation. The higher return to capital and lower in ‡ation have opposite e¤ects on net worth but in our model the positive impact of the higher return to capital dominates. This is partly due to the endogenous response of monetary policy which pushes up nominal interest rates, thereby reducing the amount of de ‡ation. When the …nancial accelerator is active, the rise in net worth pushes down the risk premium faced by entrepreneurs and leads to a larger response of investment and capital. While output is somewhat more volatile when the …nancial accelerator is present, the impact if signi…cantly less than following a shock to monetary policy. Figure 5 also shows that the …nancial accelerator ampli…es the e¤ects of a …nancial shock such as a shock to the borrowing costs faced by entrepreneurs. In both models, the higher borrowing costs depresses the demand for new capital and thus lowers investment, output, and in ‡ation. The decline in absorption, in turn, reduces the demand for non-tradables and causes a real exchange rate depreciation. The exchange rate depreciation (which raises the external borrowing cost of entrepreneurs), together with the decline in in ‡ation, reduces entrepreneurs'net worth. In the presence of the …nancial accelerator, this increases the entrepreneurs'risk premium and reduces the demand for capital further. As a result, the decline in investment and output is much larger when the …nancial accelerator is present. As in previous studies, therefore, the …nancial accelerator ampli…es and propagates the impact of shocks on investment. The impact of the …nan-cial accelerator on other variables including output and in ‡ation depends, however, on the type of shock. Following a contractionary monetary policy shock and a shock to entrepreneurs'cost of borrowing, output and in ‡ation volatility increases when the …nancial accelerator is present. The …nancial accelerator has much less of an impact, however, on the economy following a shock to technology. This is consistent with the results in other studies including Christensen and Dib (2006) .
Optimal Policy
How does the estimated monetary policy rule compare to an policy rule which maximizes consumer welfare? To answer this question we search for the parameters of the monetary policy reaction function in equation 45 that maximizes a second-order approximation of consumer welfare. 18 The results of this exercise are presented in table 3, while the volatility implied by the di¤erent rules and the resulting consumer welfare is presented in table 4.
The parameters of a policy rule that maximizes welfare di¤ers signi…cantly from the parameters of the estimated policy rule. Our results suggest that the estimated policy rule places too little emphasis on in ‡ation stabilization and too much emphasis on stabilizing the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate. The lower than optimal weight on in ‡ation stabilization in the estimated policy rule, coupled with a signi…cantly higher than optimal weight on exchange rate stabilization, suggests that the RBI places more emphasis on stabilizing the rate of depreciation than on reducing in ‡ation volatility. As a result, in ‡ation volatility is higher under the estimated policy rule than under the optimal rule, while exchange rate volatility is lower. Both the estimated rule and the optimal rule feature signi…cant interest-rate inertia, which implies that the authorities react to in ‡ation much more aggressively in the long run than in the short run.
19 At the same, time the emphasis on stabilizing the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate in the estimated policy rule comes at the expense of higher volatility in the real economy (despite the fact that the weight on output stabilization is broadly similar in both rules), while the volatility of …nancial sector variables-in particular borrowing costs and net worth-is also higher.
We calculate a second-order accurate measure of consumer welfare associated with di¤erent monetary policy regimes as in Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2004) . In particular, we calculate the expectation of lifetime utility as of time zero, V 0 , associated with a particular monetary regime, denoted with the superscript, r:
conditional on the economy being at its non-stochastic steady-state at time zero. In order to evaluate the cost of the estimated monetary policy rule relative to the welfare optimizing rule, we follow Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2004) and calculate the fraction of a consumer's consumption that would make them indi¤erent between di¤erent regimes. 20 In particular, is de…ned as the fraction of the household's consumption under the optimal policy rule that consumers would have to give up to be as well o¤ under the empirical policy rule as under the optimal policy rule so that a value of 100 = 1 represents one percent of permanent consumption. Formally is de…ned as:
19 Interest rate interia is in fact somewhat higher in the optimal rule re ‡ecting possibly the impact interest rate volatility has on the volatility of net worth and thus the real economy. 20 It is fairly common in the literature to only look at the implementable rules rather than truely optimal "Ramsey allocation" that can not be implemented. This is the approach we follow in this paper. refer to the amount of labour and consumption under the optimal rule. For the particular functional form in our model this implies:
where V opt 0 denotes the expectation of lifetime utility as of time zero under the optimal policy rule. From table 4 we see that the welfare loss under the sub-optimal estimated policy rule is equivalent to a not insigni…cant 0.4 percent of permanent consumption.
21 This is close to the welfare gain found by Kollmann (2002) but lower than that found by Ambler, Dib, and Rebei (2004) .
It is useful to compare our results to those in Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2007) who calculate welfare maximizing policy rules using a closed-economy model calibrated using U.S. data and to those in Leith, Moldovan, and Rossi (2009) who analyze the welfare maximizing policy rule under di¤erent degrees of habit persistence. We also compare our results to those in Ambler, Dib, and Rebei (2004) who look at an open-economy model estimated using Canadian and U.S. data, although their results are not directly comparable to ours given the inclusion of money growth in the policy rule and the absence of interest rate smoothing. Both Leith, Moldovan, and Rossi (2009) and Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2007) …nd that a signi…cant degree of interest rate smoothing-albeit less than in our model-is optimal and contributes to substantially lower macroeconomic volatility. Leith, Moldovan, and Rossi (2009) and Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2007) also …nd that a high weight on in ‡ation stabilization, and a zero weight on output stabilization is optimal. Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2007) restrict the weight on in ‡ation stabilization to be less than 3 on the grounds that higher values may not be implementable. However, they note than in the absence of such a restriction the optimal weight is 332. Similarly, Leith, Moldovan, and Rossi (2009) …nd that an estimate around 30 is optimal for the amount of habit persistence we estimate in our model. Ambler, Dib, and Rebei (2004) on the other hand, …nd a much lower optimal weight on in ‡ation (1.2) and a higher weight on output stabilization (0.2). Figure 6 illustrates our results by simulating the path of output, in ‡ation, the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate, and the nominal interest rate under the estimated policy rule and the optimal policy rule, using the estimated path of the stochastic shocks in the model. These plots con…rm that in ‡ation volatility would have been lower if monetary policy had been conducted according to the optimal policy rule. This was particularly true toward the end of 2004 (WPI in ‡ation increased to 8.1 percent y.o.y. in the third quarter of 2004) and in 2006/07. At the same the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate displays a signi…cantly higher amount of volatility during the whole sample period under the optimal rule. Finally, the simulation of the nominal interest rate suggest that interest rates would have been higher toward the end of the sample-given the relatively high in ‡ation-if monetary policy had been conducted according to the optimal policy rule.
Concluding Remarks
The aim of this paper has been to estimate a DSGE model with macro…-nancial linkages for India and to use it to analyze the conduct of monetary policy. The DSGE model used is an extension of the model developed in Saxegaard (2006b) augmented to include a …nancial accelerator mechanism similar to that proposed by BGG to study the e¤ect of …nancial frictions on the real economy.
As is increasingly common in this literature, the model was estimated using Bayesian estimation techniques. Bayesian estimation techniques provide a natural framework for evaluating macroeconomic models that are bound to be mis-speci…ed along several dimensions. Our results yielded plausible estimates for the model parameters, although an examination of the posterior distributions suggested that the data was not informative about a number of parameters. In addition, the cross validation tests suggest that the introduction of a …nancial accelerator mechanism does improve the model's ability to capture the dynamics observed in the data. Furthermore, we provide evidence that our model with the …nancial accelerator provides a …t of the data that outperforms a BVAR at more than one lag.
Our results when using the model to examine the conduct of monetary policy-using consumer welfare as the benchmark against which to analyze alternative policies-suggest that the RBI puts a higher than optimal weight on stabilizing the rate of depreciation of the nominal exchange rate and a lower than optimal weight on in ‡ation stabilization even in the presence of …nancial accelerator e¤ects. This comes at the expense of higher in ‡ation volatility as well as higher volatility in the real economy and in …nancial sector variables. However, exchange rate volatility is substantially lower under the monetary policy reaction function implied by the data relative to the welfare optimizing policy rule. In welfare terms, our analysis suggests that the optimal policy rule entails a welfare gain equivalent to 0.4 percent of permanent consumption relative to the empirical policy rule. Table 5 : Parameter Priors and Posterior Estimates P rio r P o ste rio r P a ra m e te r D e sc rip tio n D e n sity M e a n / M in S .D ./ M a x M e a n 9 0 % Inte rva l i
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